THIS MONSTH'COVER

Various London & South Western Rly luggage labels
from the Editor's collection. At a time when the
railways carried far more parcels and luggage than
is now the case, and when many of the more lowly
employees might be barely literate, clear labelling
was essential. It would be a rare journey that would
need a specially written label. Note the variety of
type faces useds and the special varieties for
particularly short or long names.
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INTRODUCTION - AND VALEDICTION

There can be a tendency in organisations such
as ours for jobs to be allocated on the "Buggin's
turn" principle. This is not a particularly good
thing, but is inevitable if there is only ever one
volunteer, or one pressed man, available.
I
therefore feel particularly privileged in having
been elected as Editor. Thanks are due to Bryan
Rayner for providing members with a choice, and to
Simon Edney for being prepared to be Buggins if
nobody else came forward.
Thanks are, of course, due to Nicholas Owen
for his work as Editor over the last three years.
The recent membership survey (about which there
are further details on page 143) revealed a high
regard for the results of his efforts. I hope
that he has not written his last word for "Live
Rail".
THE UNKINDEST CUT?

Inhis last year or so as Chairman of British
Railways Sir Richard Marsh warned that it was
unlikely that many more railway lines would be
closed, but the survivors could suffer a creeping
paralysis as services, track and rolling stock
declined due to inadequate grant aid. BR's track
renewal programme is already a year behind schedule
and the Southern's new weekend timetables look
horribly like the next step down that slippery
slope.
Let us accept that savings must be made, for
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the recent steep drop in the value of sterling has
brought about a political consensus, to which only
the far left is not a party, that public spending
must be reduced. Is the Southern making its cuts in
the right way?
Overnight, Sunday travel on most of the Region's
lines has been made much less attractive, deterring
the important optional traveller. The many people
who travel by train only at weekends may be put off
railways at any time.
One cannot help wondering if it would have been
better to have closed some of the region's lightly
loaded loss makers, if savings from these closures
could have prevented the present service cuts.
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"SOUTHERN FORUM" MEETINGS REPORT
May
1976: "Single-line electrified lines"

by Alan
Merells. Alan explained that although rare in
Britain, single-line electrification is common elsewhere in the world. He gave a detailed photographic
survey of the W Croydon - Merton Pk line, and then
proceeded to Sheerness, Shanklin and Lymington on the
Southern, and branches to Wemyss Bay, New Cross (LT)
and Ongar followed.
June1976: Iain Whitlam took a look at the first ten
years of Isle of Wight railway preservation, starting
with a resume of IoW railway history and a description of various abortive schemes. He also mentioned
the Sadler Vectrail Co who had proposed running the
Ryde - Cowes line with lightweight railcars. Iain
concluded by outlining developments at the Wight Loco.
Socy's Haven Street headquarters since removal of the
preserved stock there from Newport, notably in the
fields of stock restoration and civil engineering.
The talk was illustrated by slides, and members'
appreciation and interest was indicated by questions
asked.
July 1976: Greg Beecroft took charge of a discussion
evening under the heading "Southern Electric Preservation". He briefly described the recent move of the
various '4Cor' coaches from Ashford to Wansford, and
went on to describe the Nene Valley Rly with the aid
of colour slides and a map. The following discussion
centred on the SEG's future preservation activity.
The consensus seemed to be in favour of a period of
consolidation, but it was felt that a home should be
offered for the '2Bil' unit at present at Preston Pk.
S e p t1956:Members' slides. The usual wide variety
of subjects was forthcoming with overseas representation from India, Brazil, Turkey, Prance, Spain and
W Germany, the latter country also being illustrated
by films specially brought by a visitor from the
Netherlands. British material included a wide
selection of subjects, ancient and modern. The final
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highlight took the form of some vintage Southern
electrics, including rare shots of the 4Pul units.
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...And now some answers
!
Jo Clifford has kindly provided a complete list of
6Pul, 6Pan, 4Lav, 4DD and 3Sub formations. As this
runs to 13 pages it cannot be reproduced in full in
"Live Rail". Anybody requiring photocopies should
send 65p and a large sae to the Editor.
Brighton Belle formations were:Until 1st Jan 1947 the
MBS TF* TF* TS MBS
unit numbers were 2051
3051 88 79 82 86 89
- 2053. Car numbers
3052 90 80 84 87 91
increased by 200 circa
92 81 83 85 93
3053
1968.
Coaches marked * included kitchen accommodation and
were named: 79 Hazel, 80 Audrey, 81 Gwen, 82 Doris,
83 Mona and 84 Vera.
E.H. Woollard recalls that when the units were
reformed after being stored during the second world
war, 3052 was marshalled with Vera and Audrey reversed.
In about 1968 the Queen visited Sussex University,
travelling in the Belle. She expressed the wish to
travel in Vera, and Mr Woollard, who was then Foreman
and Electrician on the train, had to arrange to have
Audrey and Vera re-marshalled into their original
positions, so that Vera would be the centre coach and
therefore give the best possible ride.
Further information about the "Brighton Belle" is to be
found in the SEG publication of that name, available
from the Sales Department.
Speed Restrictions: R.I. Wallace advises that as at
November 1975 speed restrictions on S.E. Dwn lines were
as under:
90mph St Mary Cray Jn to Ramsgate and Dover Marine via
Faversham, fast lines Hither Grn to Orpington
and Orpington to Dover Marine (vb 85mph)
85mph Swanley to Ashford and Sevenoaks (vb 70mph
Swanley to Otford), Gravesend to Rochester BdgJn
and Ramsgate to Buckland Jn and Ashford via Wye,

75mph Dartford to Gravesend (vb 65mph)
70mph Sheerness bch, Paddock Wood, to Strood
60mph Ashford to Hastings and London to Dartford,
St Mary Cray Jn, Hither Grn and Selsdon
At various locations special restrictions apply due
to curves, junctions etc. 'vb' indicates a lower
limit for vacuum braked trains.
Special speed
limits also apply to other varieties of stock,
particularly short-wheelbase or unbraked vehicles.

THE "HASTINGS" DIESEL UNITS

This article is a compendium of information that was
provided by G.D. Beeeroft, Jo Clifford, J.W. Lumley,
'S.C.W.S.' and '30756' following a query in LR 30.
The Hastings units were introduced in 1957 and
1958 to replace elderly steam stock on the S.E.R.
route to Hastings via Battle. Diesel units were
provided as modernisation could not await the electrification that has yet to take place. Standard
rolling stock could have been used if the tracks had
been interlaced through the small tunnels south of
Tunbridge Wells, or if the line had been singled in
places, as is now the case through Mountfield Tunnel.
As it was not envisaged that the units would be used
elsewhere it was acceptable for something special to
be provided, and the civil engineering on the
Hastings line could remain undisturbed. The result
was the very distinctive flat-aided, 8ft 0¾in wide
body.
Twenty three units were built. Seven were on
57ft underframes (6S type), seven included a buffet
car (6B type) and the rest (6L type) could be
regarded as the standard.
The reason for the use of 57ft underframes for
the first units, instead of the standard 63½ft type,
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is generally accepted as being because the frames
were adapted from ones erected for new Hastings steam
stock. The coaches would have had to have been short
in order to allow room for the locomotive at the
London termini. Authority is given to this view by
it being that stated by Mr, W.J.A. Sykes, the then
Southern CM&EE, when addressing the Institute of
Locomotive Engineers in 1960. However, the order for
the steam stock was cancelled several months before
any construction work at all towards the 68 units
started.
There is the possibility that it took a long
time for the message to filter down to the works, but
it has been suggested that it was originally thought
that 63½ft coaches would not clear the curves in
Mountfield Tunnel, and even that Derby drawing office
produced 57ft frames because the majority of its
diesel mechanical unit cars were on frames of that
length.
The units were of all-steel construction, and,
except for the 6B sets were formed: Motor Brake
Second (MBS), Trailer Second; (TS), Trailer First (TF),
TS, TS, MBS. In the 6Bs a buffet car (TB) replaced
the centre TS. All second class accommodation was in
saloons, and the first was all compartments. Units
were gangwayed internally, but the restricted width of
the drivers' cabs and the presence of the diesel
generators above floor level made the provision of
inter-unit gangways impossible. Total seating
capacity was:
6S 200 2nd class. 42 1st class
6L
6B

240
180

48

48

The TBs had loose seats for 21
Each motor coach was equipped with an English
Electric 4 cylinder, pressure charged '4SRKT' Mk II
diesel generator developing 600bhp at 850rpm. This
generator had been designed for a series of five coach
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diesel units built for the Egyptian State Railways,
and had given excellent service in Egypt. The
generator provided power for two English Electric
250hp traction motors which were mounted on the
bogie at the inner end of the coach, that is at the
other end from the generator in order to distribute
the weight better. Standard control equipment and
EP brake were fitted, but multiple working with
electric units was not possible.
The underframes were fabricated at Lancing,
and the coaches finished at Eastleigh, except for
60754-56 which were wholly built at Lancing.
Unit numbers were: 6S 1001-07, 6L 1011-19 and
6B 1031-37. 1031 was originally numbered 1020, but
this was altered before the unit first emerged from
Eastleigh Works. Formations were as follows, all
coach numbers, of course, being prefixed 'S'.
MBS
TP
TS
TS
TS
Unit
MBS
1001 60000 60501 60700 60500 60502 60001
1002 60003 60503 60701 60504 60505 60002
1003 60005 60508 60702 60507 60506 60004
1004 60006 60510 60703 60511 60509 60007
1005 60009 60512 60704 60513 60514 60008
1006 60010 60517 60705 60516 60515 60011
1007 60013 60518 60706 60520 60519 60012
1011 60014 60521 60707 60523 60522 60015
1012 60017 60526 60708 60525 60524 60016
1013 60019 60529 60709 60527 60528 60018
1014 60021 60532 60710 60530 60531 60020
1015 60022 60535 60711 60533 60534 60023
1016 60024 60536 60712 60537 60538 60025
1017 60027 60540 60713 60539 60541 60026
1018 60029 60544 60714 60543 60542 60028
1019 60030 60546 60715 60545 60547 60031
TS
TF
TB
MBS
TS
MBS
1031 60033 60548 60716 60755 60549 60032
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TB
TS
TF
MBS
TS
60034 60551 60717 50750 60552 60035
60036 60554 60718 60731 60555 60037
60039 60550 60719 60754 60557 60038
60040 60556 60720 60752 60553 60041
1035
1036
60043 60559 60721 60756 60558 60042
1037
60044 60561 60722 60753 60560 60045
6S 1001 began trials between Cannon Street and
St. Leonards, where the units home depot was, and still
is, in January 1957 and, with 1002-04, entered passenger service in April. This was two months earlier
than planned, due to Cannon Street signal box being
burned down. The use of multiple units reduced the
number of light locomotive workings at Cannon Street,
a useful facility while emergency signalling was in use
The rest of the units followed during 1957 and
1958. From the start they were not wholly employed on
the Hastings line, and had workings to Ashford via Rye
and via Pluckley. Main line turns to Ashford ceased
upon electrification.
"Teething troubles" were few, and largely
confined to difficulties with the fuel injection
pumps. One unit suffered a seized generator due to
emulsification of the lubricating oil when water
penetrated to the sump.
The units' first winter saw heating difficulties
for the generator could only provide heating current
when running at at least 600rpm, which would never
normally be the case while the unit was stood still.
Initially a special switch was provided so that the
driver could set the generator to run at 620rpm while
the unit was stood at termini, but later the control
circuits were modified so that if the heating was on
and the master controller in the "off" position the
generator automatically accelerated to 620rpm.
It was also found that exhaust silencers were
necessary, as a unit starting from Cannon Street could
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Unit
1032
1033
1034

MBS

be heard at the country end of London Bridge!
In 1959, when the Hampshire units were
augmented from two to three cars, their '4SRKT'
Mk II generators, rated at 500 bhp, were exchanged
for the Hastings units' 600bhp version.
On 20th March 1961 unit 1018 suffered a
mishap at Cannon Street when coaches 60543 and
60714 overturned. Damage was not serious.
Early in 1964 units 1031 and 1032 were
converted from 6B to 6L, the number of buffet units
being regarded as excessive. TS 60551 from 1032
replaced the buffet car in 1031, and TSs 60518/19
from 6S 1007 were added to 1032 so that its
formation became:

60035 60519 60717 60518 60552 60034
As 60518/19 were short vehicles 1032 was not a
standard 6L. For the duration 1007 operated as 4S
on the Ashford Hastings line, thus:
60012 60706 60520 60013
In late 1964 and early 1965 the 3R units were
formed for the Tonbridge - Reading line. Each
comprised a 6S MBS and TS and a 2EPB driving
trailer. This extraordinary combination was due
to the need to provide gangwayed stock as the guard
was to issue tickets on the train. 3H units would
be unsuitable for this reason and there were no
Hastings gauge driving trailers that could be used
in the 3Rs, as such have never existed. The 2EPB
coaches had five compartments and an open saloon.
The three compartments adjacent to the Hastings
vehicles were gutted to provide exceedingly lavish
luggage accommodation and the rest of the coach is
normally locked out of use. Units 1002-04 and
various 2EPBs were disbanded to provide the
necessary vehicles. The 3R formations, which have
remained unchanged, together with "donor" units
in parentheses, were:
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Unit
1201
1202
1203

MBS
60002
60003
60004

TS

1002)
1002)
1003
1003

DT

60503 (1002) 77500 (5701
60504 (1002
77503 5704
77507 5708
60505 (1002

77508 5709
60506 (1003
60005
60006 1004
77509 (5710
60509 (1004
1205
60510 (1004 77510 (5711
1206
60007 1004
(2EPB 5710 was subsequently reformed with a new

1204

coach, 75636)
60507/08, spare from 1003, were used to reform
1007 as 6S, thus:
60012 60520 60706 60507 60508 60013
The following coaches remained: spare: TS 60511, TFs
60701-03, and TBs 60750/55 from the earlier reformation of 1031 and 1032.
On 5th November 1967 the 19.43 Hastings to
Charing Cross train, formed of units 1007 (leading)
and 1017 became derailed at Hither Green. The third
coach of 1007 became derailed after hitting a wedge
of steel from a rail fracture. It ran derailed for
a mile until it hit a crossover lead, upon which the
second coach and all coaches behind the third
derailed. All of the trailer coaches of 1007 overturned. Only the leading coach, 60012, remained
upright on the rails, its rear coupling having broken.
49 passengers were killed and 78 injured.
Although the immediate cause of the disaster was
faulty track, the Hastings units came in for
considerable public criticism, particularly with
regard to their riding and general safety at high
speeds. The Chief Inspecting Officer of Railways,
Col. D. McMullen, who was investigating the causes
of the accident arranged various test trips, for
which unit 1001 was used, between Cannon Street,
Tonbridge, Ashford and Dover, and on the East Coast
main line. On 6th January 1968 1001 ran from Finsbury
Park to Grantham and back, and it was found that the
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ride was much steadier than it was anywhere on the
Southern, with less excitation from junctions and
crossovers.
Following the accident 60507/08/20 and 60706,
the coaches which had overturned, were withdrawn,
and the other coaches repaired. Over the next year
various reformations were made to make best use of
such coaches as were available.
Early in 1968 1017 re-entered service as a five
coach set, thus:
60012 60518 60713 60540 60027
It is not certain whether unit 1032, the source of
60518, was out of service at the time or whether it
was also running as a five coach set. It was back
in service in May, when 1007 re-entered service. In
June 1017 was augmented to six coaches. The formations of the units, with origins of vehicles
involved, then were:
60013 60511 60703 60539 60541 60026
1007
1007 store store 1017 1017
1017
60012 60518 60713 60701 60540 60027
1017
1032
1007
1017 store
1017
1017
60519 60717 60702 60552 60034
1032 60035
1032 1032 1032 store 1032 1032
60713 and 60701 in 1017 may have been the other way
round. 60701/02 had been downgraded from first to
second class.
In 1969 the units were again reformed. 1017
reverted to its original formation and 1007 became
a standard 68. Both of the downgraded firsts were
formed in 1032, so that once again it was the only
non standard unit in the fleet. Formations were:
60012 60511 60703 60518 60519 60013
1007
1032
60035 60701 60717 60702 60552 60034
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1032 now seats 204 passengers second class and
cannot be used on excursions and other trains where
seats are to be reserved.
Other reformations have been temporary in order
to make best use of available vehicles. However, the
motor coaches of units 1005/07/11/15-19/31/35/37 have
changed ends within their units, apparently
permanently.
Following the Hither Green reformations only the
surplus buffet cars remained in store, and they have
since been redeployed in departmental service.
60755 was rebuilt at Stewarts Lane in 1969 as
General Manager's inspection saloon DB975025. It was
refitted internally, a driving position, large windows,
headlights and a roller-blind headcode panel were
fitted at each end, and it was equipped to work in
multiple with standard EP electric stock. It normally
lives at Clapham Yard or Stewarts Lane, sallying
forth on the front or rear of a train, or with a
class 73 EDL.
60750 languished for many years at Micheldever
until conversion to "Laboratory Coach 4", number
RDB975386, in 1974. It was fitted out with test
equipment and advanced passenger train bogies for
experiments with the tilting suspension. It was
particularly suited for the job as it could be tilted
much further than 'C1' gauge stock while remaining
within the standard loading gauge. RDB575386 is
allocated to Derby Research Centre, but may be
located on the APT test track at Old Dalby.
Although the Hastings units will always be
associated with the
line for which they were built,
they have roamed far and wide. Pre-electrification
workings in Kent have already been mentioned, and
they still sometimes work on the Ashford - Hastings
line. They have regular workings to Redhill via
Godstone and Eastbourne via Bexhill. Due to
difficulties with other diesel units they have
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appeared on Tonbridge - Reading workings, and on
the Oxted line.
Since 6th May 1972 they have worked the Brighton
- Exeter service, the trains being 6B or 6B+6L
according to demand Earlier in 1972 the units were
used on various S.E. Dvn. suburban services and boat
trains in order to save electricity during a coal
miners' strike.
The units see considerable use on excursions
and railtours. There can be few Southern freight
lines that they have not visited. On excursions
they frequently wander abroad, and a pair usually
work to Spalding for the flower festival each spring.
In January unit 1001 will be twenty years old,
but the Hastings units show no sign of slacking.
Current B.R. plans envisage them seeing their
thirtieth year in service. It is to be hoped that
few of their diesel-mechanical contemporaries will
emulate this!
N.B. To fully answer the original query, it should be
noted that there has never been a coach No. 60699.
COLOUR LIGHTS TO BRIGHTON

Colour light signalling began on the London Brighton main line with the installation of three
aspect signals from London Bridge to Bricklayers
Arms Jn, and Old Kent Road Jn on the S London line,
together with track alterations to provide two dawn
and two up main lines, and down and up S London
lines, all of which came into use on 17th June 1928.
All lines at London Bridge were controlled from a
new signal cabin containing a mechanically interlocked power frame of 311 levers.
For the Brighton and West Worthing electrification three aspect signals were brought into use
as follows:153

Coulsdon North No2 to Balcombe
Tunnel Jn via Quarry line
5 June 1932
Balcombe Tunnel Jn to Copyhold Jn
3 Oct 1932
Copyhold Jn to Haywards Heath
12 June 1932
Haywards Hth to Preston Park North
6 Oct 1932
Preston Pk North to Brighton and Hove16Oct1932
Brighton
Concurrently
to Hove and
a new
London
130 Road
lever frame was fitted in

Three Bridges Central signal box. New boxes were built
at Haywards Heath (60 levers) and Brighton, the latter
having an all-electric 225 lever frame. The track laycut at Haywards Heath was altered in connection with
the construction of the new station. Keymer Jn was
operated from Keymer Crossing box, 218 yards away on
the Lewes line.
Three aspect signals came into use from Streatham
Common to Thornton Heath on 16 February 1936, and
signal alterations enabled Coulsdon North No2 and
Coulsdon South boxes to be abolished on 2nd May 1938.
In his report on a collision at Battersea Park on
2nd April 1937, in which ten people were killed, the
Government Inspector recommended that a scheme for
providing colour light signals, already under
consideration, should be accelerated.
Colour light signals from Grosvenor Road 'A' box
to Pouparts Junction came into use on 16th October 1938,
a power frame of 30 levers being installed in Battersea
Park cabin. Conversion of Victoria (Central) took
place on 21st May 1939. A new box containing an allelectric 225 lever frame was built. Signals were three
or four aspect although two aspects were used under
the station roof. Junction indicators were fitted as
required. Shunt signals were plate discs, flood lit
at night.
Further progress was delayed by the 1939-45 war
and it was not until 1946 that the Southern Railway
announced a scheme for conversion of the sections
still controlled by semaphores. This scheme was
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carried out by British Railways, thus:

New boxes. No of
Date
levers in bracket
Bricklayers Arms Jn B.ArmsJn (53)
8 Oct 50
New X Gate (71 )
to Norwood Jn
Forest Hill (47)
5 Oct 52
Streatham Jn (79)
Streatham Common
to Selhurst
Clapham Jn 'B' (103) 12 Oct 52
Pouparts Jn to
Streatham Common
Balham (43)
21 Mar 54
Norwood Jn, Selhurst Norwood Jn (107)
and East Croydon
Gloucs. Rd Jn (131 )
E Croydon (103)
East Croydon to
1 May 55
Coulsdon North
S Croydon (31)

Section

Purley (71)

Signal boxes had all-electric lever frames signals
were four aspect with junction indicators as
required and flood lit disc shunt signals.
Later developments were as under:
27 Apr 52
ThreeBridges:New142lever box

KeymerCrossingsb:Route setting panel
23
Gatwick Racecourse: Station and signal
alterations prior to reopening as
Gatwick Airport
28
Windmill Bridge Jn - S Croydon; Down
relief line made reversible
1
Copyhold Jn :Haywards Hth: Revised
signalling on down lines, including new
four aspect signals
22
Forest Hill: Box closed and functions
transferred to Norwood Jn
1
Earlswood Jn: Electric point motors
* fitted
21-28
Brighton:Signal alterations due to
closure of locomotive sheds
15
abolition of platform 10
7
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Mar 58

May 58

Jun 59
Jun 62

Jun 69
Feb 71

Jun 64
Nov 71

London Bridge: Track alterations,
re-signalling and new signalling centre
In stages
controlling (inter alia) Brighton line
during 1975
as far as Anerley (inclusive)
and 1976
The original colour light signals had hoods
only 6 inches long, but in 1938/39 they were changed
to hoods 2 feet long as part of air raid precautions,
and this long type has become standard. In the
course of maintenance later types of signalling
equipment have been introduced, including the use of
junction indicators instead of double colour lights.
It is doubtful whether much of the apparatus
installed in 1932 still remains.
REGIONAL REVIEW:
STOCK NOTES

74006 was withdrawn due to electric fire
resulting from overloading on Acton-Tolworth coal
train. Other 74s will be withdrawn if damaged, and
74007 may now be condemned.
Class 71s all withdrawn from 4Oct, and stored
(mainly at Ashford). To be kept in store initially
for 3 yrs. OLE will be removed in yards, but poles
will probably remain for time being. Last 71-hauled
train should have been down "Night Ferry" on 3 Oct.
"Night Ferry" is now a cl.33 working, and most other
71 workings have been turned over to 73s.
Following Guildford accident on 19Aug, involving
7407 & 7836, 7836 reappeared by 31Aug formed 76681

(7836),62337(7836),71093(7425),76757(7407). On 20Sep

damaged coaches 76828,71025(7407) ,76682(7836) were
hauled Gfd-Wdon depot, and next day damaged 62413 &
76775(7425) were worked Wdon-Shst. 62200 is now in

7765, not 7425.

Fire damaged 6B MBS 60041 (see LR32 p121 ) was
still under repair at Shst in Mid-Oct. In Sept 1035
was running with 60012(1007). On 5Aug 1037 was in
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service with 60024 (1016) and by 11Sep 1033 had
resumed its original formation. 1119 was 2H again
by 21Aug.
It was learnt after the article on pl45 had gone
to press that the Hastings units are to be confined
to the 3R in 1977, and none will be available for
special workings after 2May. It seems that they are
wearing out too quickly. Bton-Exeter service to be
loco hauled, being formed of stock off 1638 FO WlooYeovil. Last Hastings demu working off SR believed
to be Hastings-Wembley trip on 27Dec.
New de-icing units to replace 1925 stock units are
to be converted from withdrawn 4Sub motor coaches.
Nine units to be produced at Shst, one at Elgh. All
will have Vep controls, and will multiple with EP
stock. First unit, to be either 004, or in series
101-110, is 10907/08 ex 4361 with de-icing equipment
from withdrawn unit 012. De-icing trailer ADS70086
received C3 overhaul 31Jul, and is now lettered
"De-Icing Coach" (formerly "ME(T) De-icing Van").
"New" 4EPB 5263: 14556 & 15449 have fluorescent
lighting and low false ceiling, and 15449 has remodelled end panelling. Reports regarding its seats
conflict - they may be wholly new, modified or
unaltered. The other two coaches are unaltered. Is
15449 really from 5130, and if so, why is it renumbered?
70456 is in the unit temporarily until bomb-damaged
70455 can be repaired or replaced. 5263 was on SED
on 1Sep, but later returned to SWD.
For 48 hrs in Aug 5343's MBSs were formed into
2EPB 5800, but it failed upon entering service due to
a wiring fault. On 5Aug 5302 was damaged in a shunt
accident at Orpington, and reformed with one coach of
5800 (which?). The other coach from 5800, and
damaged coach from 5302 were at Plumstead on 40ct.
On 8Oct 4Big 7047 noted on 2100 Vic-Bton formed
with 76024(7303) in place of 76074. Whole unit C3 at
31Gn 263ep. Rest of 7303 was in Bton Loco Yd.
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During drought many units were allowed to get
very dirty, due to infrequent washing. Cab ends had
to be kept clean for safety.
Several units, including 5330/32 & 5764 have new
"No Smoking" labels including the international symbol
of a crossed out cigarette.
Most of the withdrawn stock at Shst and Micheldever has been sold and awaits removal. On 28Sep
stock at Shst included 7102 (70036 partly gutted,
61035 reduced to underframe only),
DTCs 16001/36
from 2Haps 5601/36 and unit 012. 14334(5167) at Mich
on 4Sep is still green. All six TLVs were moved from
Surbiton to Swindon Wks on 8Sep. Train 8X40, headcode
KK departed 1100 and ran via Basingstoke Dn Yd and
Reading avoiding line.
Other stock movements include train 8X90 Norwood
-Ely on 10Aug (4688/91) and Norwood-Cambridge on 11/12
Aug (4686/98,4700/40). Trains worked by cl.33 and
Norwood Jn crew throughout. "Exception Load" on LMR
where running lines and sdgs both sides had to be
clear between Finchley Rd and Gospel Oak due to
restricted tunnel. 4113,4374 and at least four other
Subs were at Ely on 190ct.
11 TSOs, 5 CKs & 7 BSKs, all vacuum braked, are
stored at Clapham Jn.
Units returned to traffic from Elgh wks recently:

31Jul 7200, 3Aug 6094, 4Aug 7423, 5Aug 7309, 6Aug 7143

& 7892, 7Aug 4637, 10Aug 6107, 12Aug 7893, 13Aug 68004,
l6Aug 6083, 20Aug 4633, 21 Aug 1202, 23Aug 3012,5230 &
7816, 8Sep 7344 and 10Sep 5932
INTERESTING WORKINGS

Test trip with GUV 86705 on l7May was re. stronger batteries for internal lighting, and was not a
speed trial. Similar trip on 19Aug with PCS 80380
from Shst to Hay Hth and back.
2Haps 6022/23 were on test again between
Farnham and Alton on 23Aug and Woking and Bstoke on
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25/26Aug. No trips reported since, but units still
recorded as on trial in SR October allocation list.
Special high speed track recording trips will
run in November, using a vehicle with Mk IIf body,
B5 bogies with air operated disc brakes, and test
equipment, passed to run at 200kmph. Programme is:
15Nov - Stew Ln, Meopham, Dover P, Orpington, Charing
X or CSt; 17Nov Stew Ln, Vic, Bton, LBdg, Hay Hth,
Vic, Stew Ln; 18Nov Stew Ln, E Putney, Bournemouth
and return.
Much variety on SWD recently. On 22Aug 1652
Gfd-Oxshott-Wloo and 1802 return worked by 4Cig 7353,
and on following day 1552 Wloo-Ports & SS included
4Big 7054 with the usual 4Sap/4Vep. Bank holiday
30Aug saw 33+4TC on 1759 Reading-Bstoke. 2Haps
abounded on main line on 11Sep - 0930 Bstoke-Bournemouth and 1126 to Wloo had 4Vep+6045, 6047/52 were on
08.42 ex Wloo and 1000 Wloo-Lymington was formed of
6050/48+4Cig 7419. EPB stock has also been getting
about. On l3Sep 0917 Horsham-Wloo and 1042 return
was 2EPB 5789 only, and on following day 0742 Reading
-Wloo was 8EPB.
There has been variety at Reading on the Tonbdg
line too. On 11Sep 3Ds 1307/14 arrived on 0805 ex
Tonbdg. Next day WR dmmus worked extra services to
N Camp for Farnboro' Air Show. Due to engineering
work between Wokingham and Bracknell dmmus were back
on 10Oct, working Rdg-Wokingham shuttle.
Engineering work at Charing X on 26Sep closed
pforms 1-3 and Hayes, Cat&Tat & Purley trains terminated at LBdg. Dover fasts ran to Vic.
Shuttle services ran for two recent 'Open Days'.
On 21/22Aug 3D 1310 worked hourly between Ashford stn
and Chart Leacon, though 2H was diagrammed for this.
1310 worked to and from Ashford attached to Hastings
trains - 1153 ex Hastings on Sat and 1843 to Hastings
on Sun. At Eastleigh 33ll2+409 were provided for
stn-depot service on 5Sep.
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Another special event was the annual Christs

Hospital school parade through the City of London on
2lSep. In connection with this 8Cep worked ecs Stew

Ln-Christs Hosp and then to Holb.Via via Quarry and

Streatham.. It returned to Stew Ln and 4Big/4Cig 7039/
7427 worked back, coming ecs from New X Gt and running
afterwards to Horsham. On 2Oct Bton FC played Crystal
Pal at home, and 1240 Vic-Bton was diverted to Bton
via Hove to set down supporters.
On 26Sep a cl.73 worked light in Portsmouth area
for photography, subjects being points, signals etc
As a re-allocation move overnight 2/3Oct shunters
09024/25/26 worked Elgh-Bournemouth, and Bournemouth's
07s returned to Elgh. The "high speed" 09s will doubtless be more suitable for workings from Poole to
Wimborne and Hamworthy Gds. On 4/5Oct a 08 shunter
was tried out in Soton Docks, running from Elgh to

E Docks on 4th and W Docks on 5th. Does this augur
the end of the 07s?
INCIDENTS
The derailment outside Vic(R) (LR32 p123) was on

31Jul and involved Ceps 7194/40/74. Trailing motor
bogie of 7194 and leading one of 7140 came off lines
as they were negotiating a crossover from down fast

to down slow. Bton steam crane in attendance. After
initial delays up trains ran more or less normally,
and down via CD lines and Stew Ln. Some stoppers to
Bfrs.

3R units in trouble again. 1205 failed on 1345
ex Tonbdg on 30Jul, 1203 on following 1445 assisted
1205 failed again on 4Aug and 6Aug. 3H substituted
on 4Aug and cl. 121 dmmu on 6Aug.
On 22Aug 1838 Weymouth-Wloo delayed 19mins at
Poole, due to forest fires near Brockenhurst, and held
at Bournemouth to form 2000 semi-fast to Wloo. Left at
2029 as 4Rep not immediately available. Arrival at
Wloo was 88mins late after 1938 ex Weymouth which

overtook at Basingstoke.
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Fire nr Kidbrooke on evening 3Sep caused
Passengers
diversion of
hadBexleyheath
to use LTE line
buses.
trains
Freight
via Woolwich.
train

derailed between Orpington and Sevenoaks on 4Sep.
On 9Sep fire damaged signal equipment at Clap
Jn, and a woman fell under 1710 LBdg-LBdg at Norbury
following argument on train. Severe disruption and
W Croydon trains diverted to through lines used
Selhurst emergency spur. Further fatality at New X
on 21 Sep when youth fell from 2124 Dartford - Charing
X into path of 2145 Charing X - Hastings. EPB on
2124 was impounded by police.
Delays to SWD services on 23Sep due to derailment at Poole. From 28 to 30Sep alleged points
failure at Weybridge prevented up branch trains
reaching main line. Through services terminated at
Weybridge.
Another fatality, this time at New Beckenham
on 30Sep when someone fell under train at about 0900.
Line closed for about 45 minutes.
Due to strike by train crews at Tunbridge Wells
West on 4Oct, due to loss of Sunday work, only trains
at Uckfield were 1012 to Vic and 1719 from LBdg.
Only loco hauled workings ran to/from E Grin until
1758.
Next day all Oxted line loco sets trapped i:
New X Gt sdgs due to points failure, so all their
trains cancelled, and some other evening trains di
not run due to continuing strike. Finale on 6Oct
when 3D 1317 failed at Riddlesdown on 1649 Vic EGrin. It managed to reach Oxted sdgs empty, and
1709 Vic-E Grin was delayed 30 mins.
Next day Eastbourne suffered instead of Oxted
line. 4Cig on 0625 Ebne-Hay Hth lost a shoe at
Berwick, and up line blocked until Co 0910. 0710
Ebne-Vic started at Hampden Pk and diverted to Ore!
On following day, 80ct, 0625 did not even reach
Berwick. It derailed in Ebne sidings, trapping all
stock stabled there. At least two special ecs
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workings from Bton, so Bton, not Ebne had
cancellations.
On l6Oct buffet car S1872 proved defective at
start of SWD "Crosstown" tour at Clap Jn. Miscreant
removed, and tour left 53 mins late formed 33113 &
4TCs 414 & 402. Failure was of great benefit to
shops and pubs at Abingdon where tour stopped at
about 1300!
TIMETABLES

Headcodes: B6 is correct code for loco hauled ecs
from Wloo to Clapham Yd. Workings usually proceed
via the carriage washing plant. Up ecs trains show
the code of their down working from Wloo.
New headcodes from 4Oct, due to new Sunday
timetables are:
49 Vic - Tooting - Wimbledon (formerly 51 ) no longer
ecs only.
80 Reading - Eastleigh - Portsmouth Hbr
Trains to/from Vic via St Helier change headcode at
Wdon using 49 and appropriate Blackfriars code.
Train Service
Reductions; Unless otherwise stated, these
affect Sunday services only. Stations closed on Sun, in
addition to those already closed are: Ashurst,
Blackfriars, Bookham, Byfleet & New Haw, Clapham,
Cowden, East Dulwich, Edenbridge Town, Elephant &
Castle, Esher, Hever, Loughborough Jn, Pokesdown,
Purley Oaks, Queens Road Peckham, St Margarets, South
Bermondsey and Wandsworth Road. Stations marked * now
close on Saturdays too.
South Eastern Division
The SER lines escape fairly lightly as certain
reductions have been in force on Suns for some time
eg suburban services every ½hr instead of 20mins, and
oo00 fast trains not running every hour. This is not
changed, though Hastings line has an hourly service all
day, an improvement on last year when there were two
hour gaps in the afternoon.
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Bromley Nth branch services do not start until
0945/0953 instead of 0645/0723.
On Canterbury West line the stopping service is
provided by formerly fast portion off oo30 ex Charing
Cross. Stopping service via Lenham now terminates at
Ashford.
Ashford-Ore line has 2 hrly service from 1029 to
2029 from Ashford and 0918 to 1 91 8 from Hastings.
Improvement! Mon-Fri an additional train runs
Addiscombe-Elmers End at 2204.
On the Chatham line Herne Hill to Blackfriars
is closed all weekend. Catford loop trains run to
Vic, down trains dep oo22 and oo52, first stop
Denmark Hill, then all stns to Sevenoaks via Bat &
Ball.
Bfrs - Tooting - Sutton etc trains are diverted
to Vic via Balham, so no service Herne Hill to Tulse
Hill.
Central Division
Generally C Dvn suburban services present a grim
picture at weekends, with many reductions and withdrawals, some seeming rather petty and contrived.
The following are the main features.
Streatham-Crystal Pal-Tulse Hill roundabouts are
withdrawn all weekend, and trains that go out from
LBdg via Streatham Common return to LBdg via
Sydenham, so LBdg-Norwood Jn stopping service is
increased from 2 to 4 per hr on Sats and there is no
service Tulse Hill to West Norwood. On Sats and Suns
Vic-Crystal Pal-Beckenham Jn service is replaced by
Cry Pal-Beck Jn shuttle making 8min connections with
Vic-Cry Pal-W Croydon service. For the first time in
years this results in a good connection for Cry Pal
out of up Orpington trains at Beck Jn, but now the
down service has a 24min connection, despite a ½hr
service interval.
There are no trains all weekend from Streatham
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to Tooting or Mitcham Jn. On Suns Tulse Hill and
Streaham only have hrly service from LBdg to East
Croydon via Norbury, Hackbridge and Carshalton also
have hrly service, provided by Vic-Dorking trains.
LBdg-Mitcham Jn trains withdrawn all weekend.
S London line is closed on Suns, and has hrly
service on Sats.
Main lines escape lightly, and few Coastway line
changes. oo44 Bton-Ore stoppers withdrawn east of
Eastbourne, and replaced by extra stops by Vic trains.
Delays to Bton passengers minimised by connections at
Hampden Pk instead of Eastbourne.
Bognor and Littlehampton branches remain open,
as do Amberley and East Worthing.
LBdg-Bton trains are withdrawn. Cat & Tat have
hrly Charing X service, but ½hrly interval Charing X
- E Croy retained. Charing X-E Croy trains call at
Forest Hill.
No trains run between Leatherhead and Effingham
Jn or between Hurst Grn and Eridge. The latter was
not reprieved as the Tonbridge-Guildford line was.
Hourly services run Vic-E Grin and Tonbdg-Uckfield.
Tonbdge-Reading line run in two parts, passengers
having to change at Guildford. This because WR had
arranged to work Reading-Gford before Tonbridge
service reinstated.
South Western Division
The Sunday service might make one think that Wdon
depot had burned to the ground whilst full of trains.
Nearly everything is halved, hourly services being
the general rule.
Chessington and Epsom have an hrly Wloo service,
and there is also an hourly service Wdon-Dorking,
which with the Vic-Dorking trains gives a ½hrly
service Epsom-Dorking, an improvement!
There are 2 trains hrly to Hampton Ct and on the
Kingston loop. Shepperton is served by an hourly
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shuttle service from Kingston. Epsom, Chessington
and Hampton Ct services are worked by 4Vep units.
Weybridge via Chertsey trains run hrly via
Brentford calling at all open stns, and are only
Hounslow loop trains. Windsor has an hrly shuttle
from Staines, but in order to provide connections
with Reading, trains two trains are required, having
a 57 minute turn round at Windsor. Reading has an
hrly Wloo service, with connection from Ascot to
Guildford. From 1616/46 onwards there is a second
stopping train each hr Ascot-Reading, but no Wloo
connection.
Guildford New Line trains call at all stns.
Hrly Wloo-Woking-Gford service withdrawn, and
Worplesdon served by oo20 Wloo-Ports fast to Woking
then all stns. Stns Surbiton to Woking are served
by Alton stoppers and Bstoke trains.
Bournemouth service is completely revised.
oo42 ex Wloo withdrawn. oo02 stopper to Bstoke
connects with Reading-Portsmouth train worked by
cl 33+4TC, which connects with Elgh-Lymington train.
From Brockenhurst the oo46 semi-fast calls at all
open stns. This all works nicely down, but up the
Lymington train arrs Elgh 4 mins after the Portsmouth
-Reading train has left
The oo46 runs hourly, and the oo30 fast runs
morning and evening. The oo30 has a Weymouth
portion when it runs, otherwise this is on the
oo46. The oo30 calls additionally at Bstoke and
Winchester, and the oo46 at Totton as well as stns
beyond Brockenhurst.
There are three trains each way Wloo-Exeter
plus GW line services diverted via Bramley. The
08.45 Paddn-Plymouth and 0835 ex Plymouth double as
stopping services from Bstoke to Exeter. Other
diverted trains are 1030 and 1230 ex Paddn for
Penzance and Plymouth respectively and 1020 ex.
Penzance.
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STATIONS, TRACK & SIGNALLING
Romsey; Semaphore sigs replaced by colour lights on
20Sep. Line to Elgh available eastbound only for a

short while with tcb signalling.
Windsor Lines: AWS to be installed from Wloo to WR
boundary. AWS inductors also seen awaiting installation between Raynes Pk and Motspur Pk.
Waterloo; Barrier line in main stn is being rebuilt.
New staff accom to be over pforms 6-11 & 20-21. New
electronic dep and arr indicator in centre of stn
with satellites by pforms 3-5 giving deps from 1-15
and on Windsor side giving deps for 1 6-21 . Old
barrier line and indicators, which with exception of
arrivals indicator date from 1922, are for sale.
Victoria; BR have announced plans for new signalling
centre to control CD suburban lines not covered by
LBdg and LC&D lines to Longfield and Bat & Ball.
Cheam; Up through line has been removed, and pform
line realigned for faster running. Down lines to be
similarly treated.
Lewes; Southerham Jn box abolished on l8Sep, and
functions transferred to new panel in Lewes box,
which also took over control of new colour light
sigs and tcb working throughout the area. All
semaphores have now gone from Lewes, but posts
remain, supporting colour lights. Despite new layout at Southerham Jn a 30mph limit still applies to
down trains through points connecting Southerham Sdgs.
At the jn the limit is still 40mph for branch trains.
60mph applies towards Eastbourne.
London Bdg area: New loco spur between pform 7 & 8
tracks was laid on 11/l2Sep. N Kent East Jn and
Bricklayers Arms Jn signal boxes have been demolished.
Moreton
Road bridge; (LR32. p132) was replaced on 11/12
Sep. No diversions; buses Purley Oaks-Sanderstead.
Stone Crossing (between Teynham and Faversham): Cross
ing box abolished on 19Sep and lc converted to ahb.
Post Offices; The PO in Sole Street booking office
closed last year, and that at Amberley has also
closed. Numerous Scottish stns had POs.
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CORRIGENDA

(all r e f e r to

LR32)

may operate due to engineering
work or other
special requirements.
p122 22.40 Lewes-Vic (for Glyndebourne) only ran ecs
ex Ebne on Suns. Other days ecs ex Bton, but
headcode still 62.
p125 TLVs were at Oatlands Sdg.
4Sub 4291 reformed with 9004 (ex 4724), not 8979.
p126
For 4698 read 4696, for 4723 read 4733.
Some IoW cars were delivered to SR unpainted in
order to check condition of steel panelling.
p126 All trains between Woodside and Selsdon are
formed 2EPB only.
p129
Loaded oil tanks must not run via W Croydon to
Waddon Marsh due to weak bridge. Empties
return to Fawley via Wdon.
P132 For 33016 read 33106.
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